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Strategic Vision
Our strategic aims have Ngakonui Valley
School students at the centre of every
decision we make.
As we implement these strategic aims,
our creative, passionate, inquisitive,
reflective students will experience a
Visible learning curriculum and learn in
a modern, attractive school
environment.
Our whole school community will be
actively engaged in all that happens
at NVS and everyone involved in the
school will feel included, welcome
and safe.
Students will be provided with
opportunities to participate in a wide
range of activities. Students and their
families will be nurtured in their
learning journey, our students’
character will blossom, and they will
grow in their potential to be lifelong
thinkers, learners and citizens.

Strategic Process
Our Vision: To Nurture, Blossom and Grow

Outcomes

Outcomes

Outcomes

Outcomes

Key Aims

Aim One

Continue to improve Visible learning pedagogy & assessment practices to accelerate and support
student achievement.

2020 Key Actions

2020 Key Outcomes

PLD with James Andersen with the focus on W
the agile learner-and what makes an agile
learner at NVS

2) Continue to develop teacher
knowledge and understanding of
the learning progressions/curriculum
in Reading writing and maths. Part of
Visible learning. And embed other
A4L strategies

4) Targets:
● 92% all target students
at/above accelerated
progress in writing
● 80% Māori boys will be at or
above in writing progress
● 80%of year 1 and 2 in reading
will show at or accelerated
progress.

We will relook at our BFG and
tweak it to be aligned with our
pedagogy and learnings from
James

T

Teachers will be delivering effective
programmes that build on student
knowledge by providing authentic
learning experiences and opportunities.

T

The aspirational goal of 90% of
our students achieving “at” or
“above” progress expectation,
when assessed will be achieved.

Who

Timeframe

Review

Senior lead Team
All Teaching staff

February
Term 2
Back in term 3
(workshop)

October 2020

Scott
Maria
Jacki

December

Classroom
teachers

Feb - Dec

December 2020

July/Dec

Aim Two

Improve and enhance Literacy practice across the junior school and enhance Māori achievement and
progress.

2020 Key Actions

2020 Key Outcomes

1
Re Review the efficacy of Literacy
strategies and programme in the
junior school

Junior school Literacy
programmes and interventions
will continue to have a positive
impact on shifting student
progress and teacher practice

Join the Maori Achievement
To review our teaching practices to align with
Collaborative to help our Maori Children the knowledge and practices from the MAC
Achieve as Maori.

Attend ALL and use the programme to
help upskill our teachers in writing and
supporting our target writers. Plus, to
provide support for our target writers in
the foci areas.

The programme is rotating through
several target children and supporting in
class writing.

Who

Timeframe

Jacki
Morgan

December 2020

Natalie
Maria

By December 2020

Review
December 2020

December 2020

Scott
Jacki

By First meeting in
March.

November 2020
(report to the
Board)

2020 Key Actions

2020 Key Outcomes

Who

Timeframe

Aim Three

Begin the implementation of digital technologies curriculum across all learning areas

Review

2020 Key Actions

2020 Key Outcomes

Who

Timeframe

Review

Part of Quest...that all children/ class
have digital outcomes in their projects

Effective teacher modelling and
coaching will guide classroom
teachers in integrating the DTC
into their classroom programmes

Courtney A
Maria
Scott

Term 2

Term 4

Scott
Maria
Mr T

Hero to be used for on line portfolios
And apps for parents to check progress

En

Equitable access to specialist technology
programmes will be available to all
students.

Ensure NVS has enough ICT
resources to give equitable access
to students.

W

When developing our Tangata NVS W We have a guiding document that
curriculum we are ensuring that the reflects NVS and its special character
digital outcomes and digital
curriculum is adhered too.

Maria

Start of Term 2

December 2020

By
By July

July

Mr T
Cathy
Maria
Scott

Term 3

Term 4

Aim 1
Continue to improve, and modernise the physical buildings and outdoor learning spaces.

2019 Key Actions
2)

O

2020 Key Outcomes

Who

Timeframe
March- December

Work with MoE to complete all major
1. Moa block redesigned, heat pumps are in all Maria
infrastructural works at NVS by the end of
Sloan (BOT)
classrooms and working to standard, Kiwi
2020
Hub work is nearly finished

ORRS toilet Block has been completed
to a high Standard, including the roof

Le Architects and School are pleased with the
process; Letter of Complaint sent

3) Work with BoT and H&S and Luke JilesenP Plans are in place for the bike track around
to begin installation of the bike track

the basketball court and school have
begun

Complete reorganizing the layout of the
school- Phone systems in place,
Complete the job!
Resource room reorganized, Painting of
the hall and staff toilets, glass door in
Kuihi hub, alarm system for Kuihi hub,
lights fitted to standard.

Review
December

Maria
Sloan

March- April

May

Maria
Luke
BOT

May

July

Dave
Maria

Fe

February- May

May

Aim 2
Continue to improve school finances and roll to sustain changes and remain 9 teacher school with 8
teaching spaces

2019 Key Actions

2020 Key Outcomes
T

To advertise our school through The Bulletin
with positive news that will highlight the good
things at NVS- hold and advertise open days

Who

Timeframe

Review

Maria
Year 8 leaders

Throughout
the year

December 2020

2 times a term

December 2020

Every BOT meeting

December 2020

B By the end of term
1

December 2020

To see NVS in the news and being talked
about in positive ways. Several open days
are advertised and held with good results

Ro
Connections with ECE are continued and
encouraged. Advertising our school and
our special character.

Bank staffing is carefully monitored
throughout the year

Sponsorship is sourced for the Annual
fireworks, early on in the year; Hunting and
Duffy books. We also keep Te Uranga up to
date with school happenings

Relationships and feedback from ECE are
positive. We have picked up new enrolments Scott
from the visits.
Jacki

The board are aware of staffing and the
challenges faced last year and this year

The board does not need to use the funds
from the gala to pay for the sponsorshipbusinesses have.

Maria
BOT

BOT
Maria
Charlene

Aim 1

2020 Key Actions
1) Consolidate communication formats
across the school so that each has a
well-defined purpose

2020 Key Outcomes
The NVS community will be wellinformed about school events in a
timely, efficient manner. We will
obtain a higher % in communication
in October 2020 (65%)

2) Start the shift to real-time reporting of
Pa Parents and caregivers will have regular
progress and achievement through focus access to their child’s progress at school
student notes and Hero
and have the opportunity to be actively
involved in their child’s learning.

A s A strong presence in the Kahui Ako will
contribute to the development of a
3) Contribute to, draw on, Taumarunui Kahui
strong, seamless transition from one level
Ako related events and the pool of
of schooling to the next. Students and
professional knowledge and sharing this
schools will benefit from improved
with the wider school community.
educational achievement through the
co effectiveness of Taumarunui schools.

Who
Maria

Timeframe

Review

Feb - Dec

July/Dec

Feb - Dec

July/Dec

Feb - Dec

July/Dec

Scott

Classroom
teachers /
Toherangi

Maria
Morgan

Aim 2

Grow our relationships with Māori/Pasifika families and their involvement in NVS

2020 Key Actions
3) Host regular hui (at school or other
locations) to talk with whānau and
provide opportunities to ask questions.
Especially tie the Huia Hub to the
whanau meetings

Join the Maori Achievement Collaborative
and feedback learnings from the huis.

2020 Key Outcomes
Whānau will feel welcome, have a
voice and be actively involved in
school activities. Reciprocal
relationships will be developed across
the community.

The school has implemented new ideas and
changed practices to show learnings from
being part of the MAC.

Who

Timeframe

Review

Maria/ Jo

Feb - Dec

July/Dec

Nat/ Maria

Feb - Dec

July/Dec

Nat/ Maria /
Classroom
teachers

Feb - Dec

July/Dec

Nat

1)

C Continue to have regular contact with O Our Māori students will have a strong
He Kaitepeka marae by: visiting events,
sense of identity and affirmation as
Marae Noho and hui.
learners and students at NVS

Aim 3

Review and Implement digital communication tools for better communication with families

2020 Key Actions
●

Review digital communication formats
across all areas of the school
o Use of website

o
o

2020 Key Outcomes
The website and all other formats are up to
date and reflective of our school

Who
Mr T

Timeframe

Review

Term 2

Term 4

Term 2

Term 4

Maria

Use of email
Use of social media (Facebook /
Twitter)

●
●
●

Develop the use of Hero parent portal for
reporting progress
Investigate using HERO app for parents
accessing information
Use Hero to develop an online portfolio
of student learning

That we have a school app that all parents
are able to access and receive up to date
information.
Teachers are using the SMS to add data and
we have a e portfolio we are proud of.

Maria
Scott
Mr T

Aim 1

Develop the BFG- graduate Profile. Embed Values and mindsets across the school

2020 Key Actions
To

2020 Key Outcomes

To We will have a BFG learner profile that
Develop and tweak our BFG (graduate
captures the agile learner and our
profile) using the PLD from James Andersen
philosophy.
to help tweak and refine

Promote school values and mindsetsRe To have reviewed and added to our
mindsets- using Inkdrop to help develop
through regular communication to
posters. These are reflected in our
parents eg spotlights in newsletter
Spotlights to our parents

To relook at our Buddy Mindsets after
Th
attending the PLD with James and use his T
The BUDDY Mindsets are reorganized and
support and knowledge to redesign themare reflective of our PLD and our school
look into reorganizing with Habits of Mind
pedagogy. All staff are in support of the
mindsets

Who

Timeframe

Review

Scott/Maria

March to end of
term 3

December

Scott
Maria

March to end of
term 3

December

Scott
Maria
Staff

March to end of
term 3

December

Aim 2

Continue to refine and consistently use PB4Land restorative practises across the school.

2020 Key Actions

2020 Key Outcomes

To use the SET data from PB4L to compare
To attend PB4L training and sessions and
from march 2020 to December 2020. To have
have a relook at our behaviour plans, school
an action plan and tweak what we need to
values and expectations
in order to have a system that is coherent
and effective
Promote the use of our PB4L and
restorative justice practices through
regular communication

PB4L/ restorative circles
lessons explicitly taught in
classes (TLC) to promote NVS
thinker, learner and citizen.
We will also reintroduce
mindfulness.

To have all teaching staff trained in PD of
restorative practice and include information
evening for our parents

W Teaching staff are teaching practices that
help support mindfulness and reflection
and expressing of feelings.

Who

Timeframe

Review

Scott/Maria

March to end of
term 4

December

Scott
Maria

March to end of
term 3

December

Scott
Maria
Staff

March to end of
term 3

December

Aim 3

Collaboration Norms developed for consistency across the school

2020 Key Actions
With the introduction of collaborative
teaching spaces, the staff will spend time
reviewing what collective efficacy and
collaboration looks like at NVS in order to be
more effective in our teaching practices and
raising student achievement
The staff will unpack expectations around
the school that we collectively agree upon
in order to have a finely tuned behaviour
and expectation guide.

2020 Key Outcomes
We will have developed our own NVS
collaboration norms as a staff and in our
hubs. Collective agreements will be
unpacked and explored and the ideal team
player researched.

All staff (including support and admin) are
aware of expectations and adhering to
them.

To
To reorganize the staffing to support a
The Huia Hub is up and running and achieving its
legacy
of the hui Hub and begin our Plans
purpose of Māori achieving as Maori and we are
for
the
Hei
hei hub.
looking at opening the hei Hei Hub in 2021.

Who

Timeframe

Review

Maria
Scott
Nat
jacki

Term 1

Term 2

Maria
Scott
Nat
Jacki

Term 1

Term 2

Maria
Scott
Nat
Jacki

Term 1

Term 4

Our learner Profile Document that we wrote and edited last year – will
be tweaked again n 2020 to align with our new learning through the
Maori Acxhievement Collaborative (MAC) and through our
Professional Learning with PB4L and James Andersen.
Our Cog tree that was developed will also be revamped to display the
new logo and the new TLC characters(Thinker, Learner and Citizen. The
Cog tree represents that allsystems need to be in tune to keep the
school moving forward- similar to the flywheel effect that Jim collins
wrote about in his book Good to Great.

Results 2020

In December 2018 we decided to introduce Prime maths to our
school. We decided this because we found the inconsistency
huge across the school. The new results show that the progress
our learners are making is significant. The teachers are happier
and the programme gives direction to both the teachers and
the students. We now feel our maths results and progress is due
to the Prime Maths programme

This is our NVS learning Process that we use in our quest in our teacher inquiry and in all we do!

Our School Values

Our 5 signatures define who
we are and what we do.
These 5 signatures hold us
to our curriculum (Tangata
NVS) and our pedagogy

